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OUTLINE

• Motivation for distrib. optimization

• Ad hoc networks

• Sensor networks

• Peer-to-peer systems

Yes, these slides were made for

some other purpose than this seminar...



MOTIVATION FOR DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION

Optimization under circumstances where not all information is
globally available or readily accessed simultaneously.

Exact optimum often very hard or impossible to reach, and the
correctness of algorithms is not trivially deduced.

(The whole setup is somewhat reminiscent of coalition games.)



SENSOR NETWORKS

= collections of sensor nodes spread around an area in which a
certain phenomenon of interest is expected to take place

In many cases, the sensor placement is not a carefully designed
process but more of a random scattering.



SENSOR COMPONENTS

• a sensing unit that makes observations of the environment

• a processing unit that determines what actions need to be taken
(a limited computational device with little memory)

• a transceiver unit that receives and broadcasts signals enabling
nearby sensor nodes to communicate; usually the range of the
broadcast is somewhat limited

• a power unit (essentially a battery) that supplies energy for the
other components; the battery life of the nodes governs the
life-time of the network



ENERGY-EFFICIENT ROUTING

In radio-communication networks, routing of the network traffic
should be done efficiently w.r.t. the time and energy used.

Additional problems caused by interference of broadcasts, broadcast
storms, and other curious effects in (wireless) message propagation.



NETWORK LIFETIME OPTIMIZATION

A basic setup

• stationary wireless sensor nodes with limited energy

• each sensor may adjust its transmission power

• often ignoring bandwidth and interference limitations

• goal: maximize the network lifetime (instead of simply minimizing

the total energy consumption)



PEER-TO-PEER (P2P) SYSTEMS

distributed systems composed of independent computers that
work together to achieve a common goal, usually involving the
sharing of computing, file or network resources



P2P ARCHITECTURES

1. networks with centralized topology, content information and
structural (e.g. the original Napster, based on a full directory of
peers)

2. decentralized but structured networks (e.g. Freenet): topology
is imposed in a central manner, but the functions is decentralized

3. decentralized and unstructured networks, such as Gnutella



GAME THEORY AND P2P SYSTEMS

• “incentive to share” [GLBML01] (free-riding problem)

• trust, access, bandwidth, ...

• similar issues arise in ad hoc networks

• mechanism-design approaches [SP03]



ROUTING AS A COALITION GAME

• routing ≈ a multicommodity flow task

• ⇒ a coalition game

• the game has a non-empty core [MS05]



THEN WHAT?

Personally, I would like to study the application of distributed
optimization methods in solving large, real-world industrial problems
where many if not all constrains are by nature local. My special
interest is to view the components as agents or players that both
collaborate and compete with each other based on local information
on the received payoff, trying to limit the amount of inter-agent
communication.
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COMMENTS, QUESTIONS?

For collaboration within TKK on these topics: at least professors
Orponen and Virtamo are currently messing with such things.

For more babble on networks: my doctoral defense takes place on
April 28 at noon in hall T1.


